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It is the successor to the New Class Sedans and is currently in its seventh generation. Initially,
the 5 Series was only available in a sedan body style. The first generation of 5 Series was
powered by naturally aspirated four-cylinder and six-cylinder petrol engines. Following
generations have been powered by four-cylinder, six-cylinder, V8 and V10 engines that are
either naturally aspirated or turbocharged. Since , diesel engines have been included in the 5
Series range. The E12 is the first generation of 5 Series, which was produced from to It replaced
the New Class sedans and was produced in the sedan body style. The initial models were
powered by four-cylinder engines, with a six-cylinder engine being introduced a year later.
There was no M5 model for the E12, however the E12 Mi is considered to be the predecessor to
the M5. The E12 was replaced by the E28 in , although E12 production continued until in South
Africa. The E28 is the second generation of 5 Series, which was produced from to in the sedan
body style. It was initially produced with petrol four-cylinder and six-cylinder engines. In , a
diesel engine was available for the first time in a 5 Series. The E28 was the first 5 Series with the
centre console angled towards the driver and the option of anti-lock brakes ABS. The E28 M5
began the line of M5 high performance models that has continued through every generation
since. The E34 is the third generation of the 5 Series, which was produced from to The E34 was
the first 5 Series to be available with the wagon body style, all-wheel drive and V8 engines.
There was an unusually large range of engines fitted over its lifetime, as nine different engine
families were used. These consisted of four-cylinder, six-cylinder and V8 petrol engines, and
six-cylinder diesel engines. The E34 M5 is powered by the S38 six-cylinder engine and was
produced in sedan and wagon body styles. The E39 is the fourth generation of 5 Series, which
was sold from to The E39 was the first 5 Series to use aluminium components in the front
suspension. The proportion of chassis components using aluminium significantly increased for
the E39, [7] in order to reduce weight. It was also the first 5 Series where a four-cylinder diesel
engine was available. V8 models use recirculating ball steering as per previous 5 Series
generations , however rack and pinion steering was used for the first time, in the four-cylinder
and six-cylinder models. Unlike its E34 predecessor and E60 successor, the E39 was not
available with all-wheel drive. The E39 M5 sedan was introduced in , powered by the 4. The body
styles of the range are:. The E60 generation introduced various new electronic features to the 5
Series, including iDrive , head-up display, active cruise control, active steering and voice
control. The E60 also was the first 5 Series to be available with a turbocharged petrol engine, a
6-speed automatic transmission and regenerative braking. New safety features for the E60
included adaptive headlights, night vision, active headrests, Lane Departure Warning and high
intensity emergency brake lights. It was sold in the sedan and wagon body styles, with most
cars using a 7-speed automated manual transmission "SMG III". The F07 Gran Turismo is the
only 5 Series to date that has been produced in a fastback body style. The F10 is also the first 5
Series to offer a hybrid drivetrain, a turbocharged V8 engine, an 8-speed automatic
transmission, a dual-clutch transmission in the M5 , active rear-wheel steering called "Integral
Active Steering" , electric power steering, double-wishbone front suspension, an LCD
instrument cluster called "Black Panel Display" and automatic parking called "Parking
Assistant". The F10 M5 is powered by the S63 twin-turbo V8 engine with a 7-speed dual clutch
transmission. It is the first M5 to use a turbocharged engine. It was officially announced in
October , and sales began in February The fastback 5 Series GT model from the previous
generation is no longer part of the model range, because it has been moved to the 6 Series
model range. The G30 is based on the same modular platform as the 7 Series G BMW plans to
release a saloon- and estate-style plug-in hybrid , the e iPerformance , which would have the
advanced driver-assistance systems found in the 7 Series. The F90 M5 is the M5 perfomance
model for the G30 generation, and is the first M5 to employ an all-wheel drive powertrain. It is
powered by an upgraded version of the S63 twin-turbo V8 engine used in the previous
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xDrive models. Isetta , LS, New Class sedans. Sports car. Z4 E Initially launched as a sedan in
January , the E34 also saw a "Touring" station wagon estate body style added in September , a
first for the 5 Series. The E34 generation marked the first time all-wheel drive was incorporated
into the 5 Series with the iX, and the first V8 engine to be used in a 5 Series. There was an
unusually large range of engines fitted over its lifetime as nine different engine families were
used. These consisted of straight-four , straight-six and V8 engines. The E34 M5 is powered by
the S38 straight-six engine and was produced in sedan and wagon body styles. Development
ran from July to early , with the initial design proposal penned by Ercole Spada in Following
Spada's departure from BMW and styling approval in , J Mays finalized the design for
production in mid Special attention was paid to aerodynamics, with the E34 basic sedan having
a drag coefficient of 0. Series production began in November Official output figures are as
follows: [11]. Front suspension consists of double pivot MacPherson struts , with a replaceable
shock absorber cartridge inside a steel strut housing. Control arms and thrust arms control
front-to-back and side-to-side movement. Rear suspension consists of semi-trailing arms with
coil springs integrated in a strut assembly. The base model, available only in Europe, [11] was
the petrol-powered four-cylinder i. Only available with a 5-speed manual transmission, a total of
53, cars were produced. The next petrol model up was the six-cylinder i, which began
production in January The i was the second most popular E34 model globally, with , units
produced. A rare E34 model is the petrol-powered six-cylinder iX, of which only 9, cars were
produced. It was powered by the BMW M50 engine and was the first 5 Series to use a rack and
pinion steering system. There are two versions of the E34 i: an inline-six model produced from
to , and a V8 model produced from to The earlier model was one of the last applications of the
BMW M30 inline-six engine. The V8 version, which replaced the six-cylinder i in the lineup, was
powered by the new BMW M60 V8 engine and was available with a 5-speed manual or 5-speed
automatic transmission. Between the two versions of the i, a total of 57, cars were produced.
The highest six-cylinder model except for the M5 was the i. Despite the 'i' model designation
and '3. A total of 97, cars were produced, [21] including the Alpina B10 BiTurbo, 3. The i was
replaced by the V8-engined i and i models in In , the i model was added to the top of the 5 Series
lineup, powered by the BMW M60 V8 engine and available in both sedan and wagon body styles
the latter not in US. Transmission options were a 6-speed manual or a 5-speed automatic. A
total of 26, units were produced. In the wide grilles became available on other models as well.
The first diesel model was the td, which was introduced in This model was replaced by the tds
in , and a lower-specification td was introduced in All diesel models were powered by
turbocharged inline-six engines. In the United States, the E34 model range was launched in
October with the i and i 6-cylinder models for the model year. The 3. Introduced in September
[24] and produced until August , the E34 M5 was produced in both sedan and station wagon
'Touring' body styles, the latter being the first M5 to be available as a wagon. This 3. In its last
year of production for the M5, the transmission was upgraded from a 5-speed manual to the
Getrag G 6-speed manual which was also used by the i model. A model which could run on
natural gas as well as petrol and was only sold in Germany. The g was based on the i Touring
model and the only transmission available was a 5-speed manual. It was only produced in and
just units were built. After unveiling the BMW E1 and E2 concept car electric vehicles in , BMW
began a project to show it was possible to make a full-sized electric car, despite the obstacle of
the weight of the lead-acid battery technology at the time. To assist the electric drivetrain, the
iev also had a four-cylinder petrol engine and a continuously variable transmission , a
configuration similar to the first production hybrid cars produced by other manufacturers
several years later. Because the M5 was discontinued for non-European markets in , the i
M-Sport model was built in for the North American market. An Mi model was produced for in
Canada. It includes the features of the North American i M-sport, plus upgraded Euro-spec M5
brakes, inch M-parallel wheels, and various trim pieces. The i LE i. Limited Edition sedan was
sold in Australia and the United Kingdom. Most changes occur in September each year, when
the changes for the following model year go into production, as is typical BMW practice.
Therefore, the changes for represent the model year, for example. Production of the E34
commenced on November 2, for the i, [39] with i market launch being in January and other
variants following a staggered launch. Production of the i began in February , being launched to
market in April , with the td entering production in March for May introduction. Touring
production began in November Production ended for the sedan in December and Touring in
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you safe. Gave me weaseley excuse of some recitation of Ohio state laws forbidding buying a
vehicle from out of state. Gave up and moved on. Shameful and unprofessional. Salesman
never left his chair. Handed me the key. Car battery was dead. Made no effort to get it started for
me. Pretty much a waste of a two hour drive there and a two hour ride home. Car wasn't well
maintained and needed lots of attention. Avoid this dealer! Very pleasant and responds. I did
not buy this particular car but I would be glad to do business with this dealer. Contacted right
away, discussed this car and others. Will definitely contact him back when ready. Friendly,
honest, upfront about repairs and what the car would need. After a test drive I noted a few items
that needed attention and they were actually fixed! Went above and beyond to give me a sweet
ride for a great price. Wonderful eclectic selection of vehicles. Will visit again soon. The dealer
knew that and instead of just making the sale they did the right thing. I asked to text me or
letting me know about financing They didn't respond and next day I got text Great overall
experience. Truck was priced right and smooth transaction. Drove from phx to las vegas to
purchase this vehicle. And would do it again. These people were awesome to deal with. It was a
great experience with Joseph there was no run around and no difficulties. I would recommend
thumbs up and Joseph to everybody. Paperwork was done promptly and I also got a great deal.
Great guy, explained everything, we had a lot in common, including love for old BMW's, He got
back with me right away and followed up with me, always friendly and courteous. George has
been extremely helpful in acquainting me with the VW and staying in contact with me through
my thought process. He has been present but not pushy. This is a great business with a quality
customer service ethic. They also have quite a collection of classic autos for sale! Overall great
place. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or avai
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lable financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50
mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller: Len. Chatham, NJ Message
Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. The 5 Series BMW is by far the best
all around value in this segment. I especially liked the i since it is the only year for the 5 series
to have the inline 6 N52N and an 8 speed ZF transmission. This combination is awesome
highway gas mileage d Read more. Smooth, good looking, quiet, plenty of power and handles
well in the Sport setting. The Lexus GS had a front end design that I could not live with. The
Mercedes E was expensive. Not much out there with the blend of features that a Mi, or M5 has. I
would consider the Audi equivalent, or maybe a Japanese equivalent. Not a big fan of Mercedes
either. Definitely not anything American made. BMW is a bit pricey, so I might have to back up a
couple years to get in in my budget. Why Use CarGurus?

